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Executive Summary 
 

CaminoSoft is dedicated to providing solutions that ensure high availability, disaster recovery and data reliability. 
This paper details CaminoSoft’s vision for a disaster recovery solution that provides electronic protection of critical 
data at a remote location. The solution that provides this remote data protection is CaminoSoft’s OFFSite Archive 
for NetWare. OFFSite Archive is a server application that can operate in conjunction with CaminoSoft’s 
StandbyServer for NetWare or in a stand-alone configuration (primary server to remote data vault machine). 

Preservation and quick restoration of critical data are some of the benefits of OFFSite Archive. By maintaining a 
copy of critical data in a remote location, OFFSite Archive reduces the chances of data loss that could result from 
natural disasters, system threats, electrical outages, hardware faults, and software crashes. With OFFSite Archive, 
the remote data vault machine can be brought up in the remote location as the primary server or it can be moved to 
another location to service the needs of users. The software provides organizations with the needed flexibility and 
security as organization data contingency plans are implemented. No proprietary disk systems, monitoring devices, 
or special operating system software is required. OFFSite Archive is designed to function over slower, less-
expensive WAN or Internet connections. 

OFFSite Archive and the StandbyServer family of products are excellent network-based solutions for offsite 
disaster-recovery and local high-availability protection. They leverage industry-standard hardware and the NetWare 
operating system to extend electronic data vaulting to the general networking market place.  

OFFSite Archive for NetWare offers: 
• Protection for mission-critical network servers and data through electronic data vaulting.  
• Configurable for local high-availability and remote data availability/disaster recovery.  
• Facilitation of reliable disaster recovery—files are always in a known state at the remote site. 
• Backups can be done locally and/or remotely—any time of the day or night. 
• Data vaulting and open file protection solution that meets company contingency planning requirements, 

including the mandated regulations to financial, brokerage, insurance and government organizations. 
• Leverages industry-standard hardware and software. 
• Flexibility in choice of communication links: LAN, WAN, Internet (i.e., 56k modem, Frame Relay, ISDN, T1). 
• Works with or without the StandbyServer solution. 
• Support for NetWare 4.11, 4.2, 5.x and 6. 
• Affordable solution—designed specifically for the general NetWare market. 
• Novell certification and endorsement. 
• Data mirroring traffic can optionally be routed over the production network or backbone. 

 

© 2003 CaminoSoft Corporation (portions copyright CaminoSoft Corporation). CaminoSoft and the 
CaminoSoft logo are trademarks of CaminoSoft Corporation. StandbyServer, SnapShotServer, 
OFFSite Archive, and all other trademarks and trade names referenced herein are the property of 
their respective owners. 
 
The software discussed in this paper is protected by one or more of the following patents and/or is 
the subject of pending U.S. and/or foreign patent applications: 

US 5,649,152   US 5,812,748    US 5,835,953   AU 687,274 

CaminoSoft Corporation 
600 Hampshire Road, Suite 105 
Westlake Village, CA 91361 USA 

www.caminosoft.com 

Phone 800-889-8248 • 805-370-3100 
Fax 805-370-3200 
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Introduction 
Traditional methods for backing up the network are, in many instances, becoming inadequate for ensuring the 
protection of an organization’s data. Increasingly, organizations rely on their networking services and data integrity 
to such an extent that these are fundamental to business survival. If the business suffers a complete loss of data, it 
may not be able to survive. Recovery from just a single day’s loss may require an immense amount of time and 
effort. The potential for this type of failure is so great in some industries—such as financial, brokerage, and 
government—that they are required by regulation to create contingency plans that ensure data protection and 
accessibility. OFFSite Archive is designed to address these issues. 

System administrators now realize that a nightly tape backup may not be adequate. It leaves at risk as much as an 
entire day’s worth of data transactions. Furthermore, because tape backup is not automated and is dependent on the 
diligence of a human operator, it may not have been executed correctly or adequately, putting even more data at risk. 
In the event of a disaster, whether physical or logical, the consequences can be exacerbated if conscientious 
procedures to move the backup copies to a remote site have not been followed. Copies of data that are not moved to 
a remote location could be destroyed in the same disaster that affects the online data. Restoration of the copied data 
can also be problematic, time consuming, and expensive. 

The objective in developing a data protection/vaulting product such as OFFSite Archive is to provide a solution that 
protects against a localized disaster. Many studies suggest that as organizations increasingly rely on client-server 
systems to make real-time decisions, the data on those systems must be made not only secure but also available in 
the event of a hardware, software, or site failure. System downtime is becoming progressively more expensive as 
organizations place higher demands on the availability and reliability of their data and services. High-availability 
systems must not only protect data locally, but also safeguard it at a secure, remote location. This can now be done 
affordably and reliably on NetWare servers without any manual intervention or expensive, proprietary hardware. 

In order to reduce downtime and limit the disastrous effects of a key server failure, many organizations will mirror a 
local standby machine to the key server. Additional protection is now available by adding a remote data vault 
machine, for disaster-recovery, to the local high-availability environment. With the addition of the remote data vault 
machine, up-to-date data can be archived at a distant site and kept in a verifiable, stable state. Once installed, 
OFFSite Archive sends changed data to the remote data vault machine from either a local primary server or standby 
machine on an ongoing basis. Data transmission intervals are administrator-defined and based on two parameters: 
(1) a maximum time limit; and (2) a set number of block changes. This means that even when a disaster occurs at the 
local site, organizations can be assured that files are current up to the last data transmission. OFFSite Archive not 
only protects information, but also saves organizations substantial monetary expense due to the reduced amount of 
downtime and effort to reconstruct data. OFFSite Archive does not require monitoring by technicians. The data 
transmission and verification processes are totally automated. 

Offsite Data Protection—A Financial Scenario 
The following represents a typical scenario for tape backup, offsite storage, and data verification: 

A large New York-based financial institution incorporates a tedious and difficult process to ensure reliable 
duplication of their critical data at a remote site. In order to satisfy both internal and external regulatory measures, 
their data must be kept in a secure location that is separate from the company’s central operating location. The data 
must also be checked to ensure that no corruption or data loss has occurred. The data must always remain intact—
meaning that all transactions must be complete. In the event of a disaster, the complete data set must be able to be 
rebuilt from the data that is stored at the remote location. 

In order to meet these requirements, the institution performs a tape backup of each server at the end of every 
business day. This is done at night when the least amount of network traffic is expected and when the majority of 
network clients are not using the system. When the tape backups finish (usually taking 6-8 hours to complete), the 
tapes are sent via armored car to a ferry, which then transports them to a remote facility located 20 miles away. 
When the tapes arrive at the remote location, they are immediately taken to the offsite data center and loaded into 
tape restoration devices. The files are transferred from tape to hard disk on servers configured to replicate the servers 
at the company’s operating center. The process of transferring the data from tape to disk usually takes another 4-10 
hours. After transferring the tape data, files are then checked to ensure completeness and accuracy, a process that 
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entails simulating the database that is run at the company’s headquarters and accessing all records that were updated 
the previous day. 

The entire process of transferring the data from the company’s operating center to the offsite data center and 
verifying the data to ensure complete integrity takes 2-3 days. During this window, the institution’s data is in a 
vulnerable state, since data sent to the remote location has not been restored to backup servers, nor has the data been 
verified to be intact or complete. The organization’s goal is to preserve their data offsite, minimize the data transfer 
time, and optimize the restoration time in the event of a local failure. 

The Ideal Solution for Remote Data Protection 
The ideal solution for protecting an organization’s data is to continuously capture an image of all data at a remote 
site in such a way that a complete audit trail of all updates is maintained. In other words, when new data are 
generated locally at the headquarters server(s), a copy is electronically transmitted to a safe remote site where it is 
stored without ever overwriting any previously collected data. In this situation, it would then be possible to 
reconstruct an image of the organization’s data at a given point-in-time. The data would be stored at a remote site 
where it is not exposed to the same dangers that could jeopardize the original copy of the data at the primary site. 

 In operation, this solution would transfer all the overwritten data sectors from the primary site to the remote site. As 
the sectors are received at the remote site, they would be stored in a tagged format that preserves the sector address, 
together with a timestamp that records time of creation. Since the data sector updates would not overwrite previous 
sector contents, the state of a network’s data could be recreated on demand at a specified point-in-time. Substituting 
the most recent overwritten sector with the sector that existed prior to that point-in-time accomplishes this. 

The value of this solution is evident when attempting to recover data after a primary data failure. Updates to system 
data typically occur as a coordinated sequence of changes. When an interruption of operations occurs at the primary 
data center, it may or may not be possible to simply repair the data and continue with the last data written. Many 
times, data corruption or data loss will take place over a period of time without anyone even realizing that files have 
been corrupted. When this happens, the business usually may only know that the data was intact at some point in the 
past. This requires that data be restored from a “known good” data set—preferably data previously copied. Without 
a known good data set being previously saved, the business is forced to rely on manually backing out transactions 
and starting over from a “guessed good” data set. 

For example, consider the common event when a file is being extended, beyond its original sectors on disk, to hold 
additional information: 

1. A free sector is chosen from the disk's unused sectors list and the new sector address is linked to the 
original sectors associated with the file being extended. 

2. The unused sector list is updated to remove the newly allocated sector selected in step 1. 

If step 1 is completed but an interruption prevents the completion of step 2, the now-allocated sector will continue to 
be listed as unused. The next time a file is extended it might mistakenly be written to the same sector, overwriting 
the extension of the other file. When this occurs, the files are described as cross-linked, and both files are subject to 
corruption.  

If the problem described above occurs, it is possible to find the data in such a state of corruption that it is entirely 
unusable, and a restoration operation is required to recover the data from a previous tape backup. Such an operation 
restores the data to the state it was in at the time the backup was made, which may have been hours or perhaps days 
before. In most business situations, the transactions that have taken place since the last backup operation cannot be 
simply forgotten. A substantial effort may be required to recreate the data lost since the last backup. In many cases, 
the recovery of several hours’ worth of lost data can be more difficult than restoring the data of the previous night. 
Any minimization of data loss is of great value to an organization.  

There is an ideal solution to this problem—one that provides this value. When a system crash takes place, even 
though the interruption of operations has left data in a corrupted state, the recorded sequence of data updates can be 
regressed one at a time until the data can be reconstructed to the most recent point in time at which it was coherent. 
Then, steps can be taken to properly handle the transactions that were in process at the time that the system failed. 
This can reduce the amount of data that needs to be recovered and its reconstruction time from hours to minutes. 
This is the optimum way to implement a disaster-recovery solution and solve the problem described above. 
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Offsite Archiving—A Real Solution 
Unfortunately, for most installations, the previously described ideal approach is impossible, impractical, or 
uneconomical to implement with the technology available today. The goal of moving every new piece of data 
immediately to a remotely located storage site electronically cannot be met because the communication lines are 
either too slow, or too expensive. Even if the data could be transmitted to the remote site, the volume of data would 
quickly overwhelm the available storage, and the logistics of tracking the data states would be impossible.  

There is a technique that can be employed to reduce the amount of data transmitted and stored, while at the same 
time providing the level of disaster-recovery protection desired. If every update is transmitted to and stored at the 
remote site, the backup solution would have the capability to revert to a previous data state that existed at the 
primary server. In practice, predictable update intervals can satisfy an organization’s requirements, especially since 
the cost of deployment in terms of storage resources and network bandwidth can be substantially less than for real-
time updates. For example, an organization may be adequately protected if their backup system could revert to data 
states as they existed at one-hour intervals, as long as the data captured at each interval was reliable and coherent. In 
the event of a crash or disaster, it would only be necessary to reconstruct a one-hour period of transactions. Given 
this limitation, the backup solution could ignore all but the last update of any changed sectors during any interval 
and thereby substantially reduce the volume of data associated with the backup of that sector.  

Experience has shown that computer systems overwrite the same sectors repeatedly and thus, the technique of 
updating at intervals, rather than continuously, will reduce the traffic of backup data considerably. CaminoSoft’s 
analysis has shown that such a technique will reduce data quantities by at least an order of magnitude. A reduction in 
data traffic of this size is important both for minimizing recurring communication costs as wells as the storage 
requirements at the remote data vault server.  

Capturing changed data at intervals adds three complexities to the backup procedure: First, the interval backup 
updates are only usable as a whole; partially received updates are unusable because they lack chronological 
consistency. Second, capturing an interval update during a stable data state is an absolute requirement; if the data are 
captured as an inconsistent stream or in an incoherent state, reconstruction becomes virtually impossible. Third, the 
capture of all changed data associated with an interval must take place almost instantly, so as not to interfere with 
ongoing processing; in practice, it is not possible to instantly transfer a large number of sectors, so in reality the 
actual mechanism used must simply tag and save the data in the changed sectors for transfer.  

A backup system that implements the above-described solution has the following elements: 

• An intercept module that screens all disk requests from the server to the disk subsystem and records which 
sectors have been updated. 

• An updated sector table where the addresses of the changed sectors are recorded. 
• A snapshot package that can capture a virtual image of the complete server storage as it exists at the desired 

interval for backup and rollback, and to maintain the image for data transferred to the remote site. 
• A control module that detects either by disk activity or application program interface (API) whether or not the 

state of the data in the server is coherent, which triggers the selection of a backup interval when appropriate. 
• A communication package that transfers backup updates through a communication links (LAN, WAN or 

Internet connection) to a remote site where the interval updates are stored. 
• A snapshot package to keep virtual images of local standby or remote data so it can be restored at any given 

time. 

CaminoSoft’s OFFSite Archive for NetWare is an ideal solution that delivers remote data availability and disaster 
recovery and addresses these issues.
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What Is OFFSite Archive for NetWare? 
OFFSite Archive for NetWare is an electronic data vaulting and disaster recovery product that allows organizations 
to protect information in the event of a disaster by automatically transferring a copy of the data to a remote location. 
It accomplishes this by transferring data from a source machine to a remote data vault machine over an IP or IPX 
protocol LAN, WAN or Internet connection. 

The inherent value of OFFSite Archive is evident from the way it deals with the issue of replicating the primary data 
set and the problem of recovering this data set when a source machine fails or is damaged. OFFSite Archive uses 
CaminoSoft’s SnapShotServer technology to create snapshots of protected volumes. Each snapshot contains an 
image of the data on the source machine’s protected volume at the instant the snapshot was taken. If the data on the 
protected volume changes, then the changed data (delta) is saved in the snapshot volume. If the data has not 
changed, the snapshot volume points back to the original data on the protected volume. The delta changes in the 
snapshot volume are then transferred from the source machine to the remote data vault machine. Once all the 
changes are received at the remote site, they are verified and then committed to the remote volumes, and the remote 
server simultaneously stores the previous several images received. 

Since OFFSite Archive does not mirror data in real-time, it is not necessary to use a high-speed communications 
link. Any standard LAN, WAN or Internet link can be used to connect the source machine to the remote data vault 
machine. OFFSite Archive is designed to function with other CaminoSoft products, such as StandbyServer for 
NetWare and SnapShotServer for NetWare. OFFSite Archive can also be used in a standalone configuration 
where the primary server is directly transmitting to the remote server. OFFSite Archive supports either IP or IPX 
protocols over a LAN, WAN or Internet connection. 

How OFFSite Archive Works — The Basics 
The recommended configuration of OFFSite Archive includes a local primary server and standby machine running 
StandbyServer. The standby machine is then connected to an offsite remote vault server over a communications link. 
(Note: OFFSite Archive can be configured with only a local primary server and a remote data vault machine− see 
the "OFFSite Archive Stand-alone Configuration" illustration. CaminoSoft does not recommend this configuration 
since it does not provide an automatic failover capability. Ideally, system administrators will install high-
availability at their local site with StandbyServer and then add disaster recovery for remote data vaulting with 
OFFSite Archive. For those organizations needing only data vaulting capability, the standalone configuration may 
be a viable implementation.) The remote data vault server is connected to the standby machine through a 
communications link such as a modem, Frame Relay, ISDN or T1.  

In the recommended configuration, StandbyServer synchronizes the primary server and local standby machine's data 
volumes using standard real-time mirroring. When synchronization has been verified at the local site, the remote 
data vault machine is brought into synchronization with the primary server and the standby machine. OFFSite 
Archive provides a fast synchronization utility to speed up this process. SnapShotServer creates image snapshots of 
the primary server and stores them on the standby machine. The image differences or deltas are sent to the remote 
data vault machine where they are reconstructed to reflect the primary server’s data state at the point-in-time that the 
snapshot was taken. 

The OFFSite Archive image captures and transfers to the remote data vault machine are administrator-configurable 
based on an elapsed time and number of data changes. Customers can schedule when the snapshot are taken as well 
as the intervals when updates are sent to the remote data vault machine.  

After a snapshot image has been taken, the OFFSite Archive communication module establishes contact with the 
remote data vault machine, then transfers all updated sectors according to the sector address list created before the 
snapshot was taken.  
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StandbyServer Configuration 

 
 

Many-to-One Configuration 

 
 

OFFSite Archive Standalone Configuration 

 
 

On the remote data vault machine, OFFSite Archive receives the file of updated sectors, verifies it, and then 
commits it to the archived volume. The updated image is also stored for later access, if necessary. The captured 
images are entered into a revolving database of accessible images (the latest four images are stored by default). 

During the transfer of updated sectors, a new list is prepared for transfer from the local site. As soon as the image 
transfer is complete, OFFSite Archive is ready to release the previous snapshot and to take another. Through this 
data transfer process, administrators can be assured that critical data are always in a stable state on the remote data 
vault machine.  

OFFSite Archive provides protection during disasters and quick recovery, thereby assuring business continuity. 
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OFFSite Archive—LAN, WAN or Internet Connections 
Any persistent IP or IPX link can be used to connect the NetWare servers in an OFFSite Archive cluster. This link is 
used to connect the remote data vault machine to the StandbyServer configuration or the primary machine to be 
protected. Common communication methods such as 56k modem, Frame Relay, ISDN, T1, Ethernet and ATM can 
be used, as well as other common carrier protocols. The communications link does not need to be dedicated for 
OFFSite Archive. It just needs to have sufficient bandwidth to handle all of the local-to-remote communications. 
The bandwidth requirements should be tested and assessed before the OFFSite Archive installation. 

Key Features 
• Uses off-the-shelf hardware and software to configure a disaster recovery system for critical data. 
• Ensures that data sent to the remote data vault machine is in a coherent, known, and stable state. 
• Minimizes the amount of data sent over the communication link by sending only changed data  (deltas). 
• OFFSite Archive works with NetWare versions 4.11, 4.2, 5.x and 6. 
• The remote data vault machine can be transformed to act as the primary server. 
• Can be integrated with StandbyServer or as a standalone system (local primary to remote data vault machine). 
• Local or remote rollback using SnapShotServer. 

Benefits Summary 
OFFSite Archive has many benefits, including: 

• Data from the source machine is always current within a set time on the remote data vault machine 
(configurable). 

• Once the source machine (standby machine or standalone primary) and remote data vault machine are 
synchronized, only incremental changes (deltas) are sent to the remote data vault machine. Unchanged blocks 
are not sent. This allows support for low-bandwidth communication interconnects. 

• Data vaulting process has no performance affect on primary server operations (some system overhead is added 
to the primary in the standalone configuration). 

• Tape backups can be done on the local standby machine, the remote data vault machine, or both machines.  
• Backups can be performed at any time without affecting the primary server. 
• Assures data integrity by maintaining stable states of data or images at a points-in-time locally and remotely 

(e.g., the latest images are automatically kept at the remote site). 
• Multiple remote locations can be easily backed up from a central point (see details below).  

Backing Up Remote Locations Using OFFSite Archive 
OFFSite Archive can facilitate the backup of remote locations from a central point. The remote data vault machine 
can be located in a central location, ensuring that non-IT-staffed locations are securely protected. Consider the 
traditional methods of backing up remote locations and their associated pitfalls: 
 

Remote Locations Backed Up Locally 
Remote locations commonly have no IT staff trained to manage the backup function. If left to the individual remote 
locations to make their own backups on their own hardware, the backup processes can easily be mismanaged or, 
even worse, forgotten. Without centralized monitoring and control, these conditions potentially go unrecognized 
until there is a disaster, requiring the use of non-existent or otherwise unusable backup tapes. Although seemingly 
simple on the surface, backup can be a fairly complex task. The tasks involve scheduling, tape management, tape 
rotation, and daily monitoring to ensure that backups are complete and error-free. Even if the backup process is 
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carried out successfully, the restore process can create its own problems. Without proper guidance and/or training, 
inexperienced operators can inadvertently overwrite current files with files from the backup tape. There is no 
replacement for having trained staff whose responsibility is the management of tape backup and restore functions. 
For most organizations, it is impractical and non-cost-effective to have such staff and system resources physically 
located in all remote locations.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Example:  Los Angeles Central Data Center with three remote branch offices, with each office 

managing its own backup. 
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Remote Locations Backed Up Centrally Via WAN Connection 
 

Centralizing backups solves one problem by enabling qualified IT staff and other resources to manage the backup 
process. But, it can present new challenges. While centralizing the backup process is nothing new, conventional 
methods of doing so typically involve backing up the data at night over a WAN connection. For larger numbers of 
locations and locations with large amounts of file data, there simply may not be enough WAN bandwidth to make 
“full” backups of the data every night – requiring the use of incremental or differential backup schemes. These 
schemes involve multiple tape sets to accomplish a complete backup of a particular data source. The more tapes 
involved, the more potential exposure to tape errors and mishandling. In addition, because the backups are made the 
night before, a hardware or software failure the next day that results in loss of data can create the need to manually 
reconstruct as much as an entire day’s work.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Example:  Los Angeles Central Data Center centrally backing up its three remote branch offices 

using incremental backup methods. 
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OFFSite Archive for NetWare offers all of the advantages of a traditional centralized backup 
methodology, but manages to do so without the associated pitfalls. 
 

Synchronized Remote Replicas Backed Up Locally at Central Location 
 

Using OFFSite Archive, critical volumes are periodically synchronized with replicas stored at the Central Data 
Center.  Only changed blocks are sent to the central location minimizing impact on WAN bandwidth. The actual 
backups made at the Central Data Center are “local” backups because they backup the locally-stored replicas of the 
production volumes—causing no impact on WAN bandwidth during the backup process. During the day, bandwidth 
impact is kept to a minimum because only new and changed data blocks are “trickled” across the WAN as they are 
added or changed rather than full files (whether changed or unchanged) being transferred in bulk. Trailing snapshots 
(“point-in-time” virtual volumes) are stored on the central server. Selected snapshots can be mounted as virtual 
volumes at any time for the purpose of backup or restore. Often, restorations can be performed without the need to 
mount a tape. There is no special hardware needed to support OFFSite Archive—all that is required is sufficient disk 
space to store the replicas and snapshots. A single data vault server at the Central Data Center can support multiple 
source (remote location) servers.  It can be installed onto virtually any existing production NetWare server 
(including NetWare 4.x and subsequent versions) and any or all of its volumes can be replicated (including its SYS 
volume) to the central location. There is no limitation of volume type, name space (e.g. MAC), file type, or size for 
replication; if supported by NetWare, it can be synchronized with OFFSite Archive at intervals specified by the 
administrator.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Example:  Los Angeles Central Data Center using OFFSite Archive to make synchronized replicas 
of data from three remote branch offices, which are backed up locally in “full” each 
night to tape. This also provides the ability to backup or recover from any of a number of 
“point-in-time” snapshots made throughout the processing day. 
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In the event of a catastrophic disaster at a remote location, the OFFSite Archive data vault server can even be 
configured to “stand in” for and service the users of a failed server whose data it has been replicating. OFFSite 
Archive does more than just enable centralized remote backup—it facilitates “business continuity”. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example:  Santa Barbara Remote Office server room loses power and air conditioning. The 
OFFSite Archive Data Vault Server in the Los Angeles Central Data Center is configured 
and restarted to stand in for the failed Santa Barbara server. Users are logged into the 
Data Vault Server to continue processing where they left off using the volume replicas. 
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Disaster Recovery, Plan Preparation, and Procedures 
One of the major advantages of OFFSite Archive is that if a localized disaster occurs and destroys the data on both a 
primary server and standby machine, the data will be safeguarded on the remote data vault machine. This section 
provides information on preparing for and recovering from a disaster. 

A clear contingency plan that anticipates disasters is very important for business continuity. As indicated in the 
adage “failing to plan is planning to fail,” if an organization is unprepared or has not periodically tested such a plan, 
recovery work can be much more difficult, if not impossible, and will always be more time consuming. Part of this 
preparation is the use of OFFSite Archive to protect mission-critical data. The following is a partial list of things to 
consider when developing a disaster recovery plan: 

• The location of the remote machine 
Is the remote machine in a place where it will be safe from many of the disasters that could affect a local 
machine? Is the remote machine accessible by technical and operational specialists? Is the electrical power 
at the remote site subject to the same conditions as the local power grid? 

• The disaster recovery plan 
Does a plan exist describing what to do in the event of a disaster? What steps must be taken to restore data? 
Has this plan been tested? Are those who have a need-to-know trained on how it works? Are contingency 
and disaster-recovery plans documented for both the local and remote sites? 

• The availability of resources (personnel, hardware, and software) needed to recover data  
Who understands the configuration and can get the system up and running? Dos the organization have the 
necessary hardware and software to perform the recovery? Will the needed hardware and software be 
available after a disaster? 

• The recovery option that is planned 
Most recovery options require setup work before a disaster occurs, enabling access to the data after the 
disaster occurs. 

With OFFSite Archive, an organization has several recovery options. Disaster recovery depends on which data are 
protected and the hardware available for the recovery. The following are a few recovery methods worth considering: 

Option 1: If you are creating snapshots on your remote data vault machine and backing up the data to a backup 
device such as a tape drive, you can use the backup to restore your information onto a server. 

Option 2: You can transplant the disk device(s) from the remote data vault machine to another machine. 
 Option 3: You can have the remote data vault machine assume the role of a primary server by leaving the machine 

where it is or moving it to your local site. 

Note: It is important that the remote data vault machine and the machine to which you are recovering the data have 
the same NetWare version and service pack (patch) level. 

Recovering Using a Backup Device 
This option can be used if a backup device is employed on the remote data vault machine. The software and backup 
device that created the backup will be required to restore data. The advantage of using a backup device to recover 
from a disaster is convenience. With the necessary software and hardware available, the backup can be restored to 
the desired machine. The disadvantages of using a backup device to recover from a disaster are: (1) backup data may 
not be current, even if the backup was made the night before; and (2) it may take hours to restore to a working 
server. The data on the backup device likely will not be as current as the data on the remote data vault machine's 
disk devices. If backups are made infrequently, they can be substantially out-of-date. 

When restoring from a backup to a disk device, the same disk device configuration is not needed, but the same (or 
more) available disk space is required. To perform a tape backup on the remote data vault machine, manually set up 
SnapShotServer to create snapshot volumes that can be backed up. OFFSite Archive includes an interface with 
SnapShotServer to verify when volumes are in an incomplete state. When a volume is inaccessible and not available 
to be backed up, it is marked with a red check mark. When the check mark is green, a snapshot volume can be 
created which can then be backed up to tape.  
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Recovering by Transplanting the Disk Devices 
The disk devices in the remote data vault machine contain the most current data. One of the options for getting this 
data on another machine is to transplant the disk devices from the remote data vault machine into another machine 
and bring it up as the primary server. The advantage of transplanting disk devices is that this provides the most-
current data. The disadvantage of transplanting disk devices is the work required to remove and transplant the disk 
devices. 

Prior to a disaster, ensure that the right hardware is in the machine where the disk devices will be transplanted. This 
includes the right host bus adapters and driver software. 

Note: When transplanting a RAID device, be sure to transplant all RAID components in the correct order. 

Recovering by Using the Remote Data Vault Machine as a Primary Server 
One of the quickest options for getting to the protected data on the remote data vault machine is to setup the remote 
data vault machine so that it can be used as the primary server. In order to do this, the primary server SYS volume 
must be one of the protected volumes. While setup work will be necessary before a disaster occurs, no additional 
hardware is required. 

The advantages of using the remote data vault machine as a primary server are (1) data is more current and (2) easy 
access to the data.  

System Requirements  
OFFSite Archive is a software only product. The local primary servers, standby machine, and remote data vault 
machine do not need to be identical. They can have different processors, different LAN/WAN cards and drivers, 
different bus structures, and different disk devices. The following requirements must be met: 

• An additional disk device in the standby machine (if using StandbyServer) and also in the remote data vault 
machine—this is in addition to any disk devices needed for normal operation of a NetWare server. 

• A connection between the standby machine (if using StandbyServer) or the standalone primary server (if not 
using StandbyServer) and the remote data vault machine. 

Processor — The processor must be capable of running the selected version of NetWare. The standby machine and 
remote data vault machine must be able to run NetWare and perform as a regular primary server, in the event they 
are used to take over the primary server functions. Note: The remote data vault machine will not fail over 
automatically in the event of a disaster or complete failure at the local site. 

RAM — All servers should have approximately an equivalent amount of RAM. When the standby machine fails-
over or remote data vault machine is transformed to assume the functions of the primary server, each must be able to 
handle all primary server functions. Besides meeting the requirements for NetWare, OFFSite Archive needs 
approximately 1 MB of additional RAM in each machine in order to run the OFFSite Archive software. 
Additionally, each snapshot of the primary server data requires memory in the standby machine and remote data 
vault machine. The amount of additional memory needed for each snapshot is roughly equivalent to the amount of 
memory needed to mount the data volumes that are being imaged.  

Local network connection — The primary and standby local machines must have at least one network connection 
between them. This network connection must be compatible with NetWare and have IP or IPX drivers. A 
“dedicated” link between the primary and the standby is required.  

Remote network connection — The local and remote machines must have at least one connection (LAN, WAN or 
Internet) between them. This connection must be compatible with NetWare and have IP or IPX drivers. A 
“dedicated” link between the local and remote systems is not required, but the bandwidth on the link must be 
sufficient enough to handle all communication. 

Primary server—A valid, licensed copy of NetWare must be installed and running on the primary server. Any 
storage subsystem can be used; it should have sufficient storage space to meet all server needs. 
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Standby machine (recommended but optional)—The standby machine must be configured like the primary 
machine with equivalent disk space so that disk mirroring can be performed between the two machines. This 
includes equivalent RAM and a NetWare-certified  network adapter. The standby machine need not be the same 
type or speed as the primary machine, but it needs to be capable of running as the primary server in case of primary 
server failure. The actual components (network adapters, disk devices, etc.) of the standby machine do not need to 
be identical to those of the primary server. A NetWare-certified remote connection (WAN) adapter is also necessary. 

Remote data vault machine—The remote data vault machine should be configured like the standby machine, but 
with more disk space. A good estimate is to have at least 50% more disk space than the primary server. This allows 
multiple snapshots to be taken and stored. It should also have an equivalent amount of RAM and a NetWare-
certified remote connection adapter that is connected to the standby machine (or directly to the primary server, in a 
standalone configuration). The remote data vault machine need not be the same type or speed as the standby 
machine. The remote data vault machine components (WAN adapters, disk devices, etc.) do not need to be identical 
to those of the standby machine. The remote data vault machine must be bootable as a NetWare server with 
NetWare fully installed and tested. The NetWare version and service pack (patch) level must be the same as the 
standby machine (and primary).  

Other Products 
CaminoSoft offers a full line of storage management and high availability solutions in addition to OFFSite Archive 
for NetWare. 

StandbyServer for NetWare provides local synchronous mirrored replication of mission-critical data with automatic 
server fail over to ensure continuous operation.   

SnapShotServer for NetWare is available separately and is also bundled with StandbyServer. SnapShotServer 
provides the ability to capture live system data and keep this data in a frozen state, while still allowing the system to 
constantly change and access the data. SnapShotServer facilitates the backup of open files and live databases by 
allowing system administrators to perform backups on live data at any time. SnapShotServer was the recipient of 
LAN Magazine’s product of the year award.   

CaminoSoft also offers Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) solutions for Novell and Windows server 
environments.  

For more information please contact an authorized CaminoSoft reseller or visit our website. 

 

CaminoSoft Corporation 

600 Hampshire Rd. Suite 105 
Westlake Village, CA 91361 

Phone: 800-889-8248   805-370-3100 
Fax: 805-370-3200 

www.caminosoft.com 

 

 


